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Grade- Pre- Nursery

“ALL children can...
explode into learning.”

              -Maria Montessori



Parent teacher
meeting

 
The lovely autumn season started with a fruitful

Parent Teacher Meeting. The parents were happy to
connect with the teachers to understand the progress

of the children.
We believe that effective communication between the
teachers and the parents leads to better nurturing of

a child’s development.



HAPPY DIWALI

From darkness to the light that empowers us
 to commit ourselves to good deeds, that which
 brings us closer to divinity, lights illuminate 
every corner of India during Diwali with joy,

 togetherness and hope.







When the witches go
Riding    

And black cats are
seen  

The Moon Laughs and
Whispers

It’s Halloween  







 
We believe that rhymes are an excellent tool for
cognitive development in children. Whether, in
English or Hindi, they are lively, exciting, and

appeal to the kids. Keeping these in mind English
Rhyme Time was organized where the little

munchkins of Pre-Nursery put their best foot
forward and performed outstandingly.

ENGLISH RHYME TIME







ORANGE DAY

‘Life is about using the whole box of crayons,’ and as the tiny tots
of Pre- Nursery

 open their box of crayons to learn the secondary colours
 what was better than the vibrant colour orange? 

The little munchkins came dressed in hues of orange to celebrate
‘Orange Day’.

 The classes too were decorated with orange objects to welcome
the children to the world of orange colour. 

A plethora of activities were curated related to the happy colour.
 The children had fun sorting and playing scavenger hunts in the
class. Painting orange popsicles, a takeaway craft made the day

memorable for the little ones.







Childhood is a blessing and the most fun-filled phase of life.
To mark such an occasion ‘Children’s Day was celebrated
on Monday, 14th November 2022 in our school atrium with

the Pre-primary section! To make this day a memorable and
fun-filled one, an amazing magic show was organised for
the children. Children were totally taken aback by the
tricks shown to them. Awestruck, they applauded the

magician after every single trick.

CHILDREN'S DAYCHILDREN'S DAY





It’s our constant endeavour to make our teaching innovative and fun. 
To help the children of Pre-Nursery learn about our monthly theme, ‘Community

Helpers’ different activities were conducted throughout the month. 
One such activity was ‘Show ‘N’ Tell’ where children came dressed up as one of the

everyday heroes and spoke a few lines about them. 
This activity wasn’t only enriching but entertaining too.

 The little munchkins looked super cute in their innovative costumes and carried
themselves confidently. They learnt the value of respect and understood how all jobs

are important and respectful. 

Community Helpers







Students of Pre-Nursery and Nursery of St. Xavier's High
School, were taken on a short and informative trip to the

fire station in order to make them understand the
importance of community helpers in our lives. Our tiny

tots were briefed by the fire officer on the ways that can
be used for dousing the fire. Lastly, students were made to

visit the vehicles firemen use during the state of
emergency.

Fire Station visit







Annual Exhibition
‘Geometrical Thinking – From Paths to

Maths’
“Geometry is the archetype of the beauty of the world”.

-Johannes Kepler
The presentation by our pre-nursery tiny tots on lines and
curves through their creative steam activities and dance

performances made everyone spellbound.















BROWN COLOUR DAY







"Faith is not an assignment we sign up for, it's a blessing we
are given."

 
In order to  experience the calm and serene atmosphere of

worship place and strengthen their spiritual 
expressions, the students of Grade Pre-Nursery were taken

for a visit to a church  on Monday, December 19, 2022.
 

It was a beautiful and sunny morning wherein the students
were escorted by their teachers to one of the oldest Church of

Gurugram, The Epiphany Church. Christmas being around
the corner, the church was beautifully decorated.

Visit to the Church of
Epiphany







Christmas is most truly
Christmas when we

celebrate it by giving the
light of love to those who

need it most.
 







Annual Day
 ‘Harbingers of Joy’







It takes a
 big heart 
to shape 

LITTLE MINDS.
              


